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We define a density for sets of pairs [m, n] of positive integers and 
determine it for some sets defined by arithmetic properties of m and n. 
We derive results on the irreducible fractions with denominator I x 
which belong to a fixed given interval. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a suitably defined 
density, and to determine its value, for some sets of pairs of positive 
integers. 
Instead of pairs we could consider systems of q positive integers, 
q being any fixed number 22. There is no essential difference between the 
cases q = 2 and q > 2. We restrict our exposition to the former case just 
for the sake of simplicity in wording and writing. 
In Section 1 we discuss the definition of density for a set of pairs of 
positive integers. 
In Section 2 we give a brief account of some topics concerning functions 
of two positive integers, in particular multiplicative functions. 
In Section 3 we prove a general theorem on multiplicative functions of 
two positive integers. By this theorem, such a function, on some simple 
conditions, possesses a “mean value” which is equal to a certain infinite 
product. 
Finally, in Section 4, we use this theorem to prove that some special 
sets of pairs of positive integers possess a density, which we determine. 
This yields some results concerning the irreducible fractions which 
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belong to a fixed interval and whose denominator does not exceed x, where 
x is a positive number which tends to infinity. 
Throughout this paper the letter p always denotes a prime. The letters 
m, n, d, j, k, q, I, s denote integers; m, n, d always denote positive integers. 
A sum which contains no term is zero, and a product which has no 
factor is one. 
1. DENSITY OF SETS OF PAIRS OF INTEGERS 
1.1. Let E be a set of pairs [m, n] of positive integers. 
Of course E may be considered as a subset of the set R+ x R+ of all 
pairs of nonnegative real numbers.’ 
Let x and y be any positive numbers. Then we denote by NE(x, y) the 
number of those elements of E for which m I x and n < y. 
If (I/xy)N,(x, y) tends to a limit 6 as x and y tend to infinity in- 
dependently, then we say that the set E possesses density 6. 
For instance the set of all pairs of positive integers obviously possesses 
density 1. 
1.2. Nz(x, r) is the number of those elements of E which belong to the 
set of all pairs [<, q] of real numbers satisfying 0 I 5 I x and 0 I q 5 y. 
We may consider more generally any subset A of R+ x Rf and denote 
by N,(A) the number of elements of E n A. 
Now, let 1 be any positive number and denote by LA the image of A 
under the transformation 
1A is also a subset of R+ x R+. 
Denote by L%A the boundary of the set A, and by pA the Lebesgue- 
measure of A. 
It should be noticed that, if E possesses density 6, then the following 
property holds : 
(Pa) For every bounded measurable subset A of RC x R+ such that 
@A) = 0, we have 
(1) 
A well-known argument shows that (1) holds for every bounded 
measurable subset A of R" x R+ such that p(aA) = 0 if it holds whenever 
A = ([t, $!/O I t I a, 0 I tj I b}, 
l In paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2 it would make no difference to consider any discrete 
subset of R+ x R+ instead of a set of pairs of positive integers. 
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where a and b are any positive numbers. 
In fact, suppose that this is the case. It follows at once that (1) holds 
when 
A = {[t, q]la I 4 I a’, b I q I b’} 
where 0 I a < a’ and 0 1 b < b’, or even when A is a finite union of 
such sets no two of which have a common interior point. 
Now suppose that A is bounded and &?#A) = 0. Then, given E > 0, 
we can find two sets A, and A, of the latter type such that 
A, c A c A, and pA,-pA, s E. 
Since 
we have 
+A1 I lim+iif $ N&A) I li:, yt $ N&A) I JpA,, 
-b -P 
and therefore, 
6(pA--E) I hrn:-f $ N&A) I lim sup $ N,(IZA) s @A +t). 
+ rl-t+m 
Since this holds for every positive E, we have (1). 
Thus property (Pa) is equivalent to 
lim 1 N&a, nb) = Jab 
A++00 rz2 
or 
1 
for every positive a and b, 
’ 
A 
,%-to (la)(lb) 
~ N&a, Lb) = 6 for every positive a and b, (2) 
which means that (l/xy)N,(x, y) tends to 6 as x and y tend to infinity 
with a fixed ratio. 
We thus see that property (Pa) holds when E possesses density 6, for (2) 
obviously holds in this case. 
1.2.1. Let us notice that it can occur that (Pa) holds while E does not 
possess a density. For instance, if 
E = ([m, n]lm > 0, 15 n2 I m}, 
then (I/xy)N,(x, y) tends to zero as x and y tend to infinity with a 
fixed ratio, but it tends to 3 as x and y tend to infinity while satisfying 
x = y2. 
1.2.2. It might seem natural to say that E possesses density S if property 
(Pa) holds. We prefer the definition given in Section 1.1 because it is the 
adequate one for stating our results with their full force. 
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1.3. Now, if E,, is an infinite set of pairs of positive integers and E a 
subset of E,,, we can define a relative density of E with respect to E, as 
follows : 
We say that E possesses the relative density 6 with respect to E, if 
iV&, y)/NEO(x, y) tends to 6 as x and y tend to infinity independently. 
If E,, possesses a positive density &,, this merely means that E possesses 
the density 6&i. 
Then, for any bounded subset A of R+ x R+ such that p(WA) = 0, 
N&4)/N&4) tends to 6 as 12 tends to infinity. 
The previously defined density is the relative density with respect to the 
set of all pairs of positive integers. 
2. FUNCTIONS OF Two POSITIVE INTEGERS 
In this section we consider complex-valued functions whose domain is 
the set of all pairs of positive integers. 
We denote by dz the set of all these functions, while d, is the set of 
all complex-valued functions of one positive integer. 
2.1. Iffis a function of dz and if 
$ &f(m* 4 
N<Y 
tends to a finite limit as x and y tend to infinity independently, then we 
say thatfpossesses a mean value equal to this limit. 
We denote by Mcf) the mean value off, if it exists. 
If E is a set of pairs of positive integers, it is obviously equivalent to 
say that E possesses density 6 or that its characteristic function xE has 
the mean value 6. 
2.2. It is well known that d, can be considered as an algebra on C, 
the multiplication by complex numbers and the addition being defined as 
usual for complex valued functions, while the multiplication of elements of 
d1 is the convolution defined by 
df*dm = &fb%(;). 
The same can be done for dz. 
The multiplication by complex numbers and the addition are again 
defined as usual, and we define the convolution by 
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It is readily seen that the convolution is commutative, associative and 
distributive with respect to addition, and that, if f and g E d, and 
u E C, then 
(4) * 9 = f* (%I) = a-* s>* 
Thus dz is a commutative algebra on C. 
As in dl, there is a unit, namely the function which is equal to 1 when 
[m, n] = [l, l] and to zero otherwise. 
It is easy to see that the elements of dz which have an inverse are those 
fo ~2, for whichf(1, 1) # 0. 
Of course the set of thesef forms a group with respect to convolution. 
We denote this group by Qz, while 0, is likewise the group of invertible 
elements of d,. 
In d, as well as in d, we denote by f -* the inverse ofS, if it exists. 
2.2.1. If fi and fi are two functions of d,, we denote by fl @I fi the 
function of dz whose value is fi(m)f2(n). 
If e is the unit of dr, then e @ e is the unit of dz. 
Moreover it is readily seen that, for any fi, fi, gl, g2 of &,, we have 
u-1 cG.fJ * (Sl c3 92) = u-1 * Sl) 8 u-2 * 92). (3) 
It follows that, if f and g E 01, so that obviously f @ g E 0,, then we 
have 
(f&J cl)-* =f-* 63 g-*. (4) 
For instance the inverse of the function of &, whose value is 1 for all 
[m, n] is p @ p, where p is the Mobius function. 
2.2.2. Now a function f of dz will be said to be multiplicative if 
f(l, 1) = 1 and 
f(mlm2~ nin2> =SCrnlj nl)f( m,, nJ whenever (mlnl,m2n2)= 1.’ 
Such a function is obviously determined by the values f(p’, p”) where p 
runs through the set of all primes and [r, s] runs through the set of all 
pairs of nonnegative integers other than [0, 01. 
More precisely, if, for each prime p, pP is the function of d1 defined by 
P,(n) = 
0 if p $ II, 
rifp’ln but p’+‘,j’n (r>l), 
then we have for all [m, n] 
f(m, 4 = P~mf[~P~(m), pPp(“)l. (5) 
a We could omit the condition f(1, 1) = 1. It is implied by the second condition if 
f is not identically zero. We suppose f(l, 1) = 1 to exclude the function which is 
identically zero. 
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The valuesf(p’, p”) can obviously be chosen arbitrarily. 
We shall denote by %Rnz, the set of all those functions of dz which are 
multiplicative, while 9.X1 will be the set of all multiplicative functions of 
one integer. 
2.2.3. Wz is obviously a subset of QZ. It is actually a subgroup of Qz. 
It is quite easily seen thatf* g E !I& wheneverf and g E !l&. The proof 
that f -* E Wz whenever fo !U& can be carried out as follows. 
Let f be a function of %RDzz. Let g be the function of 2.X2 determined by 
dPr, P3 =f-*w P3 
(for all primes p and all pairs [r, s] of nonnegative integers other than 
P, 01). 
Then g *f E ‘& and we see that 
(9 *fxPrs P3 = 0 
for all primes p and all pairs [r, s] of nonnegative integers other than [0, 01. 
Thus, by (5) applied to g *f, g *f is the unit of !J&. 
2.2.4. If fi and fi E 9X1, then obviously fi 8 fi E !I$. In other words, 
the set !lXi @ ‘9J+ of all functions f, @ fi, where fi and fi E '&, is a 
subset of mZ,. 
It follows from (3) and (4) that %X1 8 %X1 is a subgroup of %Xol,. 
This follows also from the fact that ‘%J& @ %R1 is the image of !I$ 
under the endomorphism 8 defined by 
&‘cf) = h, @ hz, where h,(n) = f(n, 1) and h,(n) = f(l,n) for all n 2 1. 
The verification that this actually defines an endomorphism of 9& is 
straightforward: 
It is plain that h, and hz E 9X1, so that h, @ hz E %I&. 
Moreover it is very easy to see that S(f* g) = Scf) * b(g). 
Now &(9X,) = ‘9X, @ ‘%I& for obviously S(!&) c ‘9.X1 @ W, and, for 
every f E 9.X1 @ %X1, J(f) = J 
Let us notice that the latter properties imply B2 = 8’. 
2.2.5. We shall denote by !R2 the kernel of the endomorphism 8’. 
Since h, @ h, is the unit of d2 if an only if both h, and h2 are equal 
to the unit of d,, we see that ‘zR2 is the set of those functions f of 9X2 
which satisfy 
f(m, 1) = 0 for all m > 1 and f(1, n) = 0 for all n > 1. 
Equation (5) shows that this condition is equivalent to 
f@', p”) = 0 whenever r or s = 0 but [T, s] # [0, 01, 
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or to 
f(m, 4 = 0 whenever {PIP/~) Z {PIP/~}. 
Since ‘Q is the kernel of an endomorphism of 9X,, it is a subgroup 
of !-L-& 
Moreover, since 6” = 8, W2 is the direct product of a2 and %X1 @ !DI,. 
This means that every function f of ‘9.X2 can uniquely be put into the 
form 
f = g * (h, @ h,), where g E 9Z2, h, E !LXDz,, h E %X1. 
Besides we can assert that in this equality 
h 63 h2 = fu), 
or in other words, 
hi(n) = f(n, 1) and h,(n) = f(l, n) for all n 2 1. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let f E ‘9X2. Suppose that 
(a) /j’(m, n)l I 1 for all m and n 2 1; 
(b) We have not 
If(2, 1)1 = 1 andf(Y, 1) = (- l)‘+‘f(2, 1)‘for all r > 1; 
(c) We have not 
jf(l, 2)1 = 1 andf(l,2”) = (- l>““f(l, 2)” for all s > 1. 
Then we have the following results: 
(i) If (l/x) c f(m, 1) or (l/x) c f(1, n) tends to zero as x tends to 
m<x nsx 
infinity, then f has the mean value zero. 
(ii) If (l/x) c f(m, 1) tends to a and (l/x) cf(l, n) tends to B as 
m6x nCx 
x tends to infinity, then f has a mean value and 
Mu) = @n{ [j,&, 
P 
!!&-a]/[,gfy] [kgyKp]}, 
where the product is absolutely convergent. 
3.1. To prove Theorem A we need two lemmas. 
3.1 .l. LEMMA 1. Let g E d2 and let H1 and H2 be two complex-valued 
functions whose domain is the set of all real numbers 2 1. 
Let 
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for x 2 1 and y 2 1. Suppose that 
c Ig(mA <+oo 
f?l,fl,l mn 
and that both ratios H,(x)/x and Hz(x)/x are bounded for x 2 1. Then we 
have the following results: 
(i) If one of the ratios H,(x)/x and Hz(x)/x tends to zero as x tends 
to infinity, then F(x, y)/xy tends to zero as x and y tend to infinity 
independently. 
(ii) Zf H,(x)/x tends to a and Hz(x)/x tends to /? as x tends to 
infinity, then F(x, y)/xy tends to 
as x and y tend to infinity independently. 
Proof. We suppose that 1 HI(x)/xl I A4 and IHz(x)/xl I M for x 2 1. 
(i) Suppose first that H,(x)/x tends to zero as x tends to infinity. 
Given any E > 0, there exists X,, 2 1 such that 
IH,(x)jxl I E for x 2 X,. 
Then we have for x 2 X0 and y 2 1 
M2 c Ig(m’ d, 
x~~o~m~x mn 
IICy 
and it follows that F(x, Y) lim sup - I I <&.&I c Mm* n)l* x++CC XY m,n3t mn 
y-++w 
The case when H2(x)/x tends to zero as x tends to infinity is dealt with 
by a quite similar argument. 
(ii) Now suppose that H,(x)/x tends to a and H2(x)/x tends to j? as x tends 
to infinity. Set H,(x) = H’:)(x) + H(t)(x) and H2(x) =, H($)(x) + H(z)(x), 
where H(i)(x) = ux and H(l)(x) = /?x. Then all the ratios H($)(x)/x, 
where j, k = 1,2, are bounded for x 2 1, and H(:)(x)/x and H(z)(x)/x 
tend to zero as x tends to infinity. 
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We have for x 2 1 and y 2 1 
The first expression in the right-hand side is equal to 
as x and y tend to infinity independently. The three others tend to zero 
by the first part of the lemma, which has just been proved. 
3.1.2. LEMMA 2. Let y E W,. 
Suppose that C iy(P’, p’)l< + 00, where in the sum p runs through the 
P, I, s 
set of all primes and [r, s] runs through the set of ail pairs of nonnegative 
integers other than [0, 01. Then we have 
JJ(m, n)l<+cQ (6) 
and 
(7) 
where the inner sum and the product are absolutely convergent. 
Proof. The absolute convergence of c y(p’, p’) for each prime p is 
j,k20 
obvious. 
The product n{j & ,Y(P’, pk)j is absolutely convergent for we have 
. 2 I 
j &Y(P’Y Pk) = 1+ . c y(p’, p’), 
I ’ ,:g- o 
li. hi *TO, 01 
YCP’, P?, Fff;l Iy(p’, pk)I 
CA kl +C0,01 
270 
and 
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Inequality (8) shows also that the product fl{j,&olr(pj, #)I} converges. 
We shall denote by P its value. 
Now, if 2 < x 5 y, we have 
&LL{ &F+~ ,,)=Em, &EJJ@~ n)‘, C9) 
where Ex,y is the finite set consisting of all pairs [m, n] of positive integers 
which are not divisible by any prime >x and satisfy 
P pp(m) I y and ppp(“) I y for all p’s I x. 
Since Ex,y obviously contains the set of all pairs [m, n] of positive integers 
satisfying m I x and n I x, it follows that 
@my n)l s gx{~~~~Pj~ Pk,> 5 p. 
n8x 
Since x can be taken arbitrarily large, this yields 
C Irh n>I s P. 
nt,fl*:l 
Thus (6) is proved. 
We actually have 
mxJY’m~ 41 = p (10) 
for (9) gives 
q&P~j~ pky,zJ~(m~ n)I 
and, by making first y tend to infinity with fixed x, and later making x 
tend to infinity, we obtain 
P s C Jrh 41. 
m,n,l 
Now, since ]r($,pk)] and Iy(m, n)] may be replaced by u(p’,pk) and 
y(m, n) in (9), we see that, for 2 I x I y, 
Making y tend to infinity with fixed x, and later making x tend to 
infinity, we obtain, on account of (lo), 
which proves (7). 
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3.2. We are now in a position to prove Theorem A. 
3.2.1. By Section 2.2.5 we have 
f = g * (h, @I II,), where g E ‘Jz,, hl E 9.X1, h, E !U&. 
More precisely 
and 
hi(m) =f(m, 1) for m 2 1 
h,(n) =f(l, n) for n 2 1. 
The equality f = g * (h, @ h,) means that we have 
that is 
forallmandn z 1. 
(11) may be written as 
fh 4 =dld~Qh&, GKdL ML 4). 
626’2 =n 
If 
F(x, Y) = C fh 4, 
msx ll<y 
this yields 
where 
Hlb9 = Cf(m, 1) and H,(x) = Cj(l, n). msx n<x 
The theorem will follow from Lemma 1. 
Since we obviously have 
IH1(x)/xI I 1 and IH2(x)/xl I 1 for all x 2 1, 
we have only to prove that 
and 
c Mm, 4 < +co 
m,n*~ mn 
the product being absolutely convergent. 
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Everything will follow from Lemma 2, by taking r(m, n) = g(m, n)/mn, 
if we prove that 
c IdP’, P”)l < + co 
P 
r+s 
P. 1. s 
r,s,O 
[I, sl# co, 01 
(12) 
and that for each prime p 
c dP’9 Pk) i+k= 
j,k>O P j.ZO 
The proof of (13) includes of course the proof of the existence of its 
right-hand side. 
3.2.2. Since ]f(m, FZ)/ I 1 for all [m, n], the power series 
and ~!@b pk)Pk 
are absolutely convergent for 1~1 < 1 and ]u] < 1 respectively, while the 
power series 
j, & of(Pj9 PkbiUk 
is absolutely convergent for 1~1 and Iv] < 1. 
We shall set 
+I < 1)v (15) 
+I < 1). (16) 
We immediately see that 
Jf$)(u) # 0 for 1~1 < 3. 
In fact, we have 
Ig-tPj? w/ +J 14j=*l 
< 1 if 1~1 c 3. 
We similarly see that 
&$)(u) # 0 for Iul < 4. 
This holds for all primes, but hypotheses (b) and (c) imply 
.&l’(u) # 0 for If41 I + 
and 
.zP~z’(u) # 0 for IuI I 4. 
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In fact, in order to have &‘ir)($e”) = 0, we should have 
~f”j’ l) ‘ie 
j=l 
2’eJ =-1 
which would require, since lf(Zj, I)1 I 1 for all j 2 1, 
f(Zj, 1) = - e-jie for all j 2 1, 
and therefore 
lf(2,1)1 = 1 andf(2j, 1) = (- l)““f(2, ly’ for all j 2 2. 
Similarly we cannot have X$‘)($e”) = 0. 
Thus the right-hand side of (13) exists for all primes p and is equal to 
3.2.3. Since 
and 
XC)(u) # 0 for IuI < 3 
the ratio 
Jf~)(u) # 0 for 101 < 3, 
9 (u u)/2P’(u).%“‘(u) 
exists, and is an analytic fuicdon of’u and 0: for 1~1 and 1~1 < 3. 
If we set 
.Fp(u, u)/.Jf~l’(u)~f’(u) = c a:f’,u’uk, 
j, kB0 
we have for all r and s 2 0 
o&$~I@r-jl om P”--“> =f(Pr, P”). 
O$k<s 
But, taking m = p’ and n = p” in (1 l), we obtain 
It follows that uyi = g($, p”) for all j and k 2 0. 
Thus we see that, for 1~1 and lul < 3, 
j,&og@j’ PkWUk = Fp<u, wq%w”f’(u). (17) 
If p > 2 we may take u = u = l/p in (17). It follows that (13) holds 
forp > 2. 
3.2.4. Equation (17) may be written as 
Jo ( ’ “> 
g p’ p u41k = 1+ [.Fp(u, u)- ~~)(u)~~~(u)]/~~)(u)~‘l;z)(u) 
and we have for lul and Iv1 < 3 (and even for lul and lul < 1) 
~pcu, 4 - #%)~$Y~> = j 
, 
& ocf(pI, P”> -APi, wu 3 PkWUk. 
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But the coefficient of z/us in the power series expansion of 
is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients in the aj, the Pk and the 
bj, k for which j I r and k I s. 
Since we have 
If(p’, p”)-f($, l)f(l, p’)] I 2 for all j and k 2 0, 
f(p’, p”) -j(pj, l)f(l, pk) = 0 when j or k = 0, 
If(pj, 1)1 I 1 for all j >: 1, 
If(l,pk)l I 1 for all k 2 1, 
we see that, for r and s 2 1, (g(p’, p”)( does not exceed the coefficient of 
u’v’ in the power series expansion of 
In other words, we have for all primes p and all r and s 2 1 
/g(pr, p”)l < 2r+s-1. 
It follows that for eachp > 2 
c IS(P~;~~i < c 2’+-l _ 2 
r,sBl P r,sai p *+s (p+’ 
Besides, since g E !&, we know that 
g(p’, p”) = 0 wherever r or s = 0 but [r, s] # [O, 01. 
Therefore we have 
c lg(p’, p”)l < + o3 
P 
r+s 
P>2 
r,s30 
rr, sl#fO, 01 
(18) 
3.2.5. Now, since 
and 
3$)(u) # 0 for IuI 5 * 
X$‘)(u) # 0 for 101 I 4, 
there exists a p > 3 and < 1 such that 
X”‘:)(U) # 0 for 1~1 < p and L&“(U) # 0 for IV] < p. 
~~(a, u)/&‘~‘~(u)~~~~(u), as a function of u and v, is analytic for 
lul and 1~1 < p. 
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It follows that, for p = 2, the power series 
j*&09(Pj, pkWk 
is absolutely convergent, and (17) holds, not only for 1~1 < 4 and 1~1 < + 
but for 1uI < p and 101 < p. 
In particular we have 
and 
(20) 
Inequality (19) with (18) yields (12). 
Equation (20) shows that (13) holds for p = 2. Since we already knew 
that (13) holds for p > 2, we see that it holds for all p’s. 
4. APPLICATION OF THE MAIN THEOREM TO THE STUDY OF SOME SETS 
4.1. We shall use, besides Theorem A, the following theorem due to 
E. Wirsing. 
THEOREM B. Let f be a multiplicative function of one positive integer. 
Suppose that If(n)1 I 1 f or all n 2 1 and that there exists a positive K 
such that 
13mf(p)l I K[l - %ef(p)] for all p’s. 
Then ,Iya (l/x) cj(n) exists and we haue 
nQx 
In the second case the limit is not zero, unless f(2’) = - 1 for all r 2 1.3 
This is a very special case of “Satz 1.2” in Wirsing’s paper: “Das 
asymptotische Verhalten von Summen i.iber multiplikative Funktionen 
39 4 II . 
4.2. From Theorems A and B we immediately deduce the following 
result. 
3 For 1 + iaf(T)/2' # 0 unlessf(2') = -1 for all 2 1. r 
r=l 
4 Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 18 (1967), pp. 411-467. 
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THEOREM 1. Any set E of pairs of positive integers whose characteristic 
function xE is multiplicative possesses a density 6,, and we have 
i 
W-C 2--X&,1)-Xd17P) = +a, 
bE = !{(I - j2j,zl ““($~~‘} othe:wise.’ 
Proof. Since xe(m, n) = 1 or 0 for all (m, n), hypotheses (a), (b) and (c) 
of Theorem A are satisfied for f = xp 
By Theorem B, if 
= P 
2--XE(P9 l)-xE(L PI = +co 
, 
then at least one of 
tends to zero as x tends to infinity. 
If 
c P 
2-b(P, u-xE(L PI < +oo 
, 
then 
tends to 
which is >O, and 
tends to 
which is >O. 
In both cases Theorem A yields the desired result. 
4.2.1. When one considers special sets, it may occur that the existence of 
lim 1 c xe(m, 1) and 
x-++mxm<x 
5 When Z [2-x.&, I)--,~~(l,p)]/p = + co, the infinite product is not convergent in 
the usual sense but the product restricted to the p’s _< x tends to zero as x tends to 
infinity. 
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and their values cc and j? are obvious. In this case Theorem B is not needed, 
Theorem A alone allows us to assert that E possesses a density which is 
equal to 
As particular cases we have the following results, the first of which is 
well known: 
The set of all pairs of coprime positive integers possesses density 6/x2. 
The set of all pairs of coprime positive integers which are both squarefree 
possesses density 
(iy@l -&y-J* 
4.3. Now let o(n) be the number of prime divisors of n and &I(n) the 
total number of prime factors (distinct or not) in the factorization of n. 
We have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a set of pairs ofpositive integers whose characteristic 
function is multiplicative. 
Suppose that its density 6, is >O. 
Let 8’, and G2 be two functions of one positive integer each one of which 
is 0 or R. 
(a) Let q and q’ be two integers > 1, and r and r’ any integers. 
Then the subset of E consisting of those elements [m, n] of E for which 
d,(m) = r (mod q) and e,(n) = r’ (mod q’) 
possesses the relative density l/qq’ with respect to E. 
(b) Let q be any integer > 1, h and k two integers relatively prime to q, 
and r any integer. 
Then the subset of E consisting of those elements [m, n] of E for which 
heI + kd,(n ) z r (mod q) 
possesses the relative density l/q with respect to E. 
Proof Let f(m, n) = XE(m, n)udl(m)vdz(n), where u and v are complex 
constants. 
Then f is a multiplicative function of m and n and hypotheses (a), (b) 
and (c) of Theorem A are satisfied if lul I 1 and Iv1 I 1. 
Moreover we have 
19 
f(p, 1) = XAP, 1)~ and f(L 10 = x.&, P)U, 
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whence 
and 
l-%ef(l,p) 2 Min[l,l-%eu]. 
Therefore, if IuI I 1, lul I 1 and u # 1 or u # 1, we have 
I- %ef(p, 1) 
= P 
=+a~ or C l-~ef(W = +oo 
P 
and Theorem B gives 
Then Theorem A yields 
lim L C f(m, n) = 0. 
x++m xym4x 
y++w ll$y 
Tf u = v = 1, thenf(m, n) = X&I, n) and the limit still exists, and is 6a. 
We have thus proved the following result: 
If IuI I 1 and 1~1 I 1, then we have 
lim A C xE(m, n)~~~(~)g’~(“) = 
-I 
0 if u or v # 1, 
x++mxym~x .&ifu=v=l. (21) 
y-++CD IlQy 
Now let q and q’ be two integers > 1 and r and r’ any two integers. 
Taking in (21) u = exp (2jni/q) and v = exp (2kni/q’), multiplying by 
exp (- (2jrni/q) - (2kr’lri/q’)) and adding the qq’ relations corresponding 
toO<j<q-landO<kIq’-1,weobtain 
Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. 
For the second part, we take in (21) u = exp (2jhni/q) and 
v =exp (2jkni/q), we multiply by exp (-2jrni/q) and we add the q 
relations corresponding to 0 I j I q - 1. 
4.3.1. We could also prove, by introducing Dirichlet characters, other 
results involving such conditions as 
m s / (mod k), n E /’ (mod k’). 
We leave this to the reader. 
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4.4. The preceding results, if applied to the set of all pairs of relatively 
prime positive integers, or to the set of all pairs of relatively prime square- 
free positive integers, yield results on irreducible fractions.(j 
We sum up these results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let a and b be two real numbers satisfying 0 I a < b. 
Let Fa,b,x be the set of all irreducible fractions n/m whose denominator 
is IX and which belong to the interval [a, b]. 
Let @=, b(~) be the number of elements of F,,, ,,, X. 
1. As x tends to infmity, QO, b(~) N (3/n2)(b - a)x2 (as is well known). 
2. Let Q:,,(x) be the number of elements n/m of 9a,b,x for which 
m and n are squarefree. 
As x tends to infinity @z,b(x)/@,,a(x) tends to 
3. Let q and q’ be any integers > 1 and r and r’ any integers. 
(a) As x tends to intnity, the number of elements n/m of FFIISbD X for 
which m and n are squarefree and satisfy 
o(m) E r (mod q) and o(n) E r’ (mod q’) 
is asymptotic to (l/qq’)ip:, Jx). 
(b) Let dI and d2 be two functions of one positive integer, each one of 
which is either o or 0. 
Then, as x tends to infinity, the number of elements n/m of .F@, ),X for 
which 
e,(m) E r (mod q) and e,(n) E r’ (mod q’) 
is asymptotic to (l/qq’)@,, b(x). 
4. Let dI and 6’, be as in 3(b) and let q be any integer > I, r any integer 
and h and k two integers relatively prime to q. Then, as x tends to infinity, 
the number of elements n/m of PO, L, X for which 
he,(m) + ke2(n) z r (mod q) 
is asymptotic to (I/q)QJx). 
For the proof we use, besides Theorem 2, the property proved in 
Section 1.2 for sets possessing a density, taking 
A = {[5,n]jO I 5 I 1, a5 I n I b5). 
6 It is to be noticed that in these particular cases Wirsing’s theorem is not needed 
for the proof of Theorem 2. Our easier theorem proved in Annales Scientifques de 
I’Ecole Normale Supkrieure (3) 78 (1961), l-29, is sufficient. 
